CONTACT US

JUNIOR PEL PROGRAM
WHY?

Schedule a FREE parents’
consultation and FREE
assessment test today.

Repeated research shows that early period of
childhood development, (from conception to ages
6 - 8) is an essential building block on children’s
overall development and will help children achieve future
success. Poor early development affects physical, mental,
behavior and learning in later life. PEL’s individualized,
step by step instruction is the best investment parents
can make in fostering self-esteem, confidence and a
life-long love of learning.

GIVE THE GIFT OF A BRIGHTER FUTURE
TO YOUR CHILD NOW!

BENEFITS

PEL Learning Centers – Corporate office
24150 Hesperian Blvd. Hayward, CA 94545
TEL 510.785.MATH

I N F O @ P E L L E A R N I N G .C O M

WWW.PELLEARNING.COM
PEL
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is a service mark of PreEminent Learning Centers, Inc.

FEATURES SINGAPORE STYLE MATH
WORLD #1 IN MATH SINCE 1995

COMMON CORE ALIGNED

YES WE CAN!
GIVE A GIFT OF BRIGHTER FUTURE
TO YOUR CHILD NOW!
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Enthusiasm for lifelong learning
Better prepared to succeed in school
Building a strong foundation
Improving attention span
Developing self-esteem
Fostering independent learning skills
Enhancing time management skills
Developing organization skills
Strengthening study habits
Empowering problem solving
Building analytical skills
Developing critical thinking skills
Empowering resiliency
Maximizing students’ potential

HOW JUNIOR

PEL PROGRAM
WORKS?

Junior PEL students study in an age-appropriate, childfriendly environment at PEL Centers. Students study at
the just right level of worksheets supplemented by other
Junior PEL tools designed to make learning interactive.
Students learn in incremental steps; success comes
at every level and learning becomes exciting. As a
result, your child’s innate desire to learn new things is
harnessed. He/She will discover confidence and selfesteem and build the foundation for lifelong learning.

SUCCESS STORIES

MATH
Junior PEL Math builds logical thinking and reasoning skills. It develops
a mentally organized way of thinking which is critical for future
academic success.
•

Developing number sense and number sequence by counting to 150 and writing to 130

•

Comparing, counting, classifying objects to tell the numbers in each category

•

Counting by 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 and using 5’s and 10’s to understand time and money counting

•

Developing algebraic thinking by understanding addition as putting together and subtraction as taking away

•

Understanding place value by working with numbers and operations in base ten

•

Identifying, describing, analyzing, comparing, creating and composing geometrical shapes

•

Developing critical thinking skills with logical connections, reasoning, working with patterns and mathematical models

•

Developing abstract and quantitative reasoning skills with repeated reasoning

PHONICS
Featuring the Spalding - “The Writing Road to Reading”
method. Instruction is explicit, interactive, diagnostic,
and multisensory. Students see, hear, say, and write
using all channels of the brain to enhance retention.
The program explicitly and systematically teaches
the letters and letter combinations (phonograms) that
represent speech sounds. Students learn to spell words
by applying phonograms and the twenty-nine English
Language rules that govern pronunciation, spelling,
and language use. Students also practice reading story
books to enhance fluency.

PARENTS’ INVOLVEMENT
Ongoing research shows that parental engagement
improves student achievement. In addition to bringing
children to PEL Center twice weekly for a 30-minute
session per subject, parents are asked to establish a
learning routine and supervise their children’s daily work at
home. This allows parents to be actively engaged in their
children’s learning, help to affirm, encourage and support
their children’s progress.

~ ARLENE M.

THE PEL INSTRUCTOR
• Encourages and motivates your child to his/her full potential
• Sets goal with your child

Having my two children enrolled in PEL Learning
Center has been the best thing that I have done for
them. The passion and commitment that directors
in making sure that students reach their potential
is admirable. The director and team of staff have
changed and shaped my children’s life by fostering
great habits, self-confidence and self-esteem. I have
tried other programs which I thought was alright until I
join PEL and saw a huge improvement in their math and
reading. I noticed a big improvement in just a six-month
period. I truly recommend PEL if you are looking to do
something that make a difference in your children’s life
and help them reach their full potential.

• Guides, models, coaches and provides support as needed
• Provides careful and continuous observation of your child’s
progress to meet his/her needs
• Ensures maximized learning

PEL instructor is ever ready and
available for regular conference
with you to ascertain goals,
advancement, and to accelerate
the progress of your child.

~ KAITLYN’S PARENTS
“I enrolled my daughter in PEL Learning Center since
Kindergarten, and she is now in 2nd grade. One of the
reasons why I enrolled her in PEL is that the program
allows her to work at the just right level and at her own
pace. I wanted her to advance to the next concept
after she grasped the basics and ready to move on. I
also wanted her to have reading fluency. This program
offers all that plus it helped to build her confidence,
independence and focusing skills. My daughter is now
an advanced learner in her school, and I am pleased
with her progress. Thank you PEL!”

